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Tagungen des Instituts



A Europe of Courts, a Europe of Factions
Un’Europa delle corti, un’Europa delle fazioni

The German Historical Institute at Rome has organised between 19 and 21 November 
2014 a conference concerning A Europe of Courts, a Europe of Factions. The event was 
also funded by the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions of the European Commission, the 
University of Roma Tre, the Austrian Historical Institute of Rome, the Spanish School 
of History and Archaeology in Rome and The Court in Europe Institute (IULCE). The 
event was coordinated by Rubén González Cuerva and Alexander Koller.

Sixteen speakers from 9 countries gathered to discuss the concept of faction 
in early modern politics. As a result of the crisis of the contemporary State and the 
criticism to the teleological paradigms of State-building, new approaches to political 
history have focused on the informal tools employed to instaure relations of power. 
The notion of court factions and parties has appeared in many recent works to empha-
sise the inner mechanisms of political action. However, a precise definition or a wider 
reflection on this topic was mostly lacking. The aim of this conference was to compare 
factional politics in fourteen courts of early modern Europe through a combination of 
specific case studies and wider overviews.

The introduction of the conference outlined the scope and problems linked to the 
concept of factions. Alexander Koller  offered an overview of the recent historiogra-
phy on court factions and how this question has raised the interest of diverse authors 
from different schools in the last fifteen years. He emphasised the informal and 
elusive nature of these groupings and narrated a thorough evolution of the history of 
the concept. Classical authors used the term ,Factions‘ to point out the consequences 
of the crisis of political communities: this is the case, for example, of Thucydides 
in Greece and Sallust in Latin literature. Nevertheless, the real conceptualisation of 
factions derives from Italian Late Middle Ages. The enduring opposition between 
Guelphs and Ghibellines in most of the Central and Northern Italian cities was the 
basis for Machiavelli’s reflections. Other influential authors of the Renaissance, such 
as Botero, Bodin and Bacon, also pondered factions as a central factor in policy-mak-
ing. Finally, the confessional struggles marked a clearer division, which took juridical 
form in the Imperial ius eundi in partes.

Meanwhile, Rubén González  Cuerva provided some reflections on the prob-
lems linked to research on factions. The first one being their identification, as it 
seems that personal disagreement and groupings are at the core of every group with 
power. He contextualized this trend in the opposition friend – foe of Carl Schmitt’s 
The Concept of Politics and emphasised that the dubious condition of factions fit both 
in the categories of hostis and inimicus. The Medieval juridical definition of Bartolo di 
Sassoferrato was not satisfactory because it was intended for urban factions. Accord-
ingly, he warned the audience of the risks deriving from depicting a rigid image of 
factions, which were instead characterised by their mutability. Focusing only on 
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court factions, their specificities were not shared by every princely entourage and 
their diachronic modifications were also remarkable. Finally, González Cuerva posed 
three general questions with regard to nature of court factions: firstly, whether they 
were a continuous organisation or a circumstantial answer to a crisis of authority. 
This depended on the features of each court in a given moment according to four 
provisionally proposed factors: the person of the ruler, the organisational structure of 
the court, its confessional context and social conditions. Secondly, the way in which 
different factions coexisted: whether they existed directly opposed to another one or 
a „single faction system“ and small opposition factions were possible. Thirdly, how 
to identify factions and how trustworthy can be the judgment of external observers. 
From the passion of Italian diplomats to find factions elsewhere to the self-image of 
the alleged factious as loyal servers, a careful conceptual research has to be carried 
out.

The keynote lecture of the conference was delivered by Jeroen Duindam (Uni-
versity of Leiden). After more than two decades of reflection on the nature of court 
power, Duindam offered a very ample overview on the question of informal relations 
within the court environment. His comparative approach was wide enough to pay no 
attention to the better known Western cases and focus instead on Asian contemporary 
courts, namely the Ottoman, Mughal, Chinese and Japanese examples. The constants 
and similarities of problems between so disparate palace environments were strik-
ing. Duindam concluded that the most persistent and lasting power groups at court 
derived from socially and functionally diverse alignments based on personal loyal-
ties. Furthermore, while high political issues were not absent from their worries and 
such problems often catalysed and polarised their positions, their main goal was to 
guarantee benefits for the members of the network. In brief, Duindam affirmed the 
existence of recurring patterns, not of one all-encompassing formula, and that initia-
tive and agency were more extensively shared among all groups at court.

José Martínez  Millán (Autonomous University of Madrid) opened the session 
on the Spanish Habsburgs and the labyrinths around the Catholic King’s Court. He 
criticised the dominant sociological approach to elites of power because such a meth-
odology is not intended for a premodern reality grounded on an Aristotelian domes-
tic understanding of politics. For the case of the Spanish Monarchy, Martínez Millán 
asserted that such an organisation without common institutions could not survive but 
through the informal relations of the kingdoms’ elites around the royal and the vice-
regal courts. He proposed that, since the foundation of the Spanish Monarchy under 
the Catholic Kings Ferdinand and Isabella (1474–1504), there were two big groups 
of power with diverse variations but certain continuity. Those courtiers assembled 
around Ferdinand set the grounds for a „Castilian Party“ with imperialist plans and 
an ascetic spirituality, while the servers of Isabella evolved to constitute the Ebolist 
faction and thereafter the „Popish Party“. The latter advocated for a mystic spiritual-
ity and a bigger role of the peripheral realms of the Monarchy. According to this divi-
sion, while the reign of Philip II witnessed the triumph of the interventionist Castil-
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ians, the Monarchy shifted in the 17th century to a Catholic model subordinated to the 
Papacy. Consequently, most of the critical political literature of the Spanish Baroque, 
beginning with Quevedo, is interpreted as a tool of opposition by these Castilians 
displaced from power.

Giuseppe Mrozek  Eliszezynski  (University of Teramo) chose a micropolitical 
approach to analyse the anatomy of a faction and the implications of the somehow 
decentralised Spanish structure of power. Under the dominant Duke of Lerma, a 
favourite’s regime was established in Philip III’s court (1598–1621), which was devel-
oped in the Italian viceroyalties by two nephews of the favourite: the counts of Lemos 
and Castro. Mrozek compared the Italian successful careers of these two brothers, 
which shared a common trait: Lerma needed his closest relatives for the highest posi-
tions. Their political survival depended on the success of their factional choices: on 
the one hand, Lemos, an energetic and ambitious statesman, returned to Madrid in 
order to dispute with his cousin the Duke of Uceda the succession as head of the 
Lerma faction. Lemos was defeated and had to retire to his possessions in Galicia. On 
the other hand, his brother Castro had a lower profile and was perceived as a less prob-
lematic minister. He was confirmed as viceroy of Sicily when the Lerma-Uceda faction 
fell into disgrace and finished a discreet and distinguished courtier career to his will.

Continuing with the interactions between the royal court of Madrid and the 
Italian viceroyalties, Manuel Rivero  Rodríguez (Autonomous University of Madrid) 
drew attention to an episode of the rebellions of Naples and Sicily of 1647–1648. Rivero 
warned of the risks of supposing general attitudes from factional labels, as was the 
case of an „Inquisitional faction“ in Sicily directed by Inquisitor Diego García de 
Transmiera. Actually, Transmiera was publishing works prohibited by the Roman 
Inquisition and sponsoring an idea of sainthood based on popular belief and not on 
Papal authority. According to these trends, Rivero identified a clash within the Sicil-
ian Church between the defenders of the Monarchia Sicula, a Church controlled by the 
Spanish Crown, and those who felt more comfortable with the Papal mediation. This 
conflict was connected with the Neapolitan revolt and its bands, as both kingdoms 
shared the political crisis of authority and representation of the Spanish King. The 
restoration of the monarchical power derived from Transmiera’s tendency to popular 
power: as local aristocracy was too powerful and disloyal, the Crown had to rely on 
the lower echelons of society.

Luc Duerloo (University of Antwerp) closed the session on the Spanish Habs-
burgs with a detailed analysis of the implications of a 1607 episode at the Brussels 
Court. The regime of the Southern Netherlands under Albert and Isabella (1598–1621) 
has proven to be an excellent bank proof of the traits of sovereignty and policy-
making in the Habsburg dynasty. Duerloo updated the long-established Belgian tra-
dition of identifying a Spanish ministry or faction during the aforementioned reign 
and shifted the stress from „Spanish“ to „faction“. Against the Archduke Albert and 
his most influential ministers (Spinola, Richardot, Mancicidor) there was a circle of 
Spanish military and diplomats opposed to a peace treaty with the United Provinces, 
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backed by the Spanish King. Duerloo showed that this people did not constitute a 
solid and united group, as the violent incidents between Íñigo de Velasco and Luis de 
Velasco exemplified. Among these „Spaniards“ there were also many Flemish whose 
livelihood depended on the continuation of the war. Thus, this „hawks’ faction“ is 
depicted as an alliance of interest whose goal was not the honor and reputation of the 
Spanish Monarchy but their enrichment and the appointment of friends and relatives 
in profitable military positions.
Moving to the Habsburg Courts of the Empire, Pavel Marek (University of Pardu-
bice) provided an insightful account of the network raised by the successive Spanish 
ambassadors at the Imperial Court since 1558. Marek began with a history of the term 
„Spanish faction“ in Central European historiography. The concept appears since 
the mid–19th century referring to the reign of Leopold I (1657–1704). Nonetheless, it 
has been preferred for the previous rulers the label of „Catholic Party“, at least until 
Polisensky’s works in the 1950’s. The „Catholic Party“ is also the standard denomina-
tion in the sources, while the „Spanish faction“ appears only twice. Marek defined 
the courtiers involved not as members of an organised group but as individual clients 
of the Spanish King. Such a network was vertical, from high dignitaries to barbers 
and low servants. Among them, the relations were far from placid: in some cases, 
the families involved were allied through matrimonies, but often they competed for 
acceding to the Spanish patronage. Depending on the closeness and continuity of 
relations with the Catholic King, their political attitude varied from a solid commit-
ment to the Spanish positions to a fluctuant position in case they felt displaced from 
grace, or other patrons (as the Pope or the Duke of Bavaria) offered more advanta-
geous possibilities.

Petr Maťa (University of Vienna) moved to the second half of the 17th century, a 
time in which the political groupings at the Imperial Court seem more complex and 
rich because more detailed sources are available. Maťa acknowledged that identify-
ing factions was a tendency of foreign diplomats in order to simplify the changing 
patterns of alliance among Imperial ministers. For that reason, he preferred speaking 
of networks, which gave a more accurate image of openness to contacts. For these 
courtiers, the clue to power was the favour of the members of the dynasty, which was 
acquired through the rule of the different households. Therefore, the leading ministers 
of young Leopold (Auersperg, Portia, Lamberg) had served as high stewards. Apart 
from them, the henchmen of Dowager Empress Leonora, Archduke Leopold William, 
and the three consecutive wives of Leopold I, were no less influential. Leopold sup-
ported his trusted personal servers and let them fill the positions available with their 
clients both at Court and in the regional governments. However, he tried to keep a 
balance and not to be a prisoner of his favorites. As the clearest factional example, 
Maťa analysed the „Dietrichstein faction“, which proved to be as influential as long-
standing, between the 1660’s and the 1690’s. This case demonstrated the centrality of 
the familiar structure and the value of large kindred to develop matrimonial alliances 
and to provide candidates to court positions.
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Elisabeth Z ingerle  (Austrian Academy of Sciences) completed the image of the 
Habsburg centres of power with the case of Graz, the under-researched court of Inner 
Austria between 1564 and 1619. The example reunited striking conditions: a court 
created ex novo in a predominantly Protestant region by a bigoted Catholic Archduke, 
Charles of Austria, and located in a crossroads of boundaries between the German 
and the Italian areas and the Ottoman Empire. Due to the hostility of local aristocracy, 
Charles relied mostly on his Italian Catholic subjects and established an enduring 
alliance with the Duchy of Bavaria. The installation in Graz of the Jesuits (1572) and 
of a Papal Nunciature (1580) heralded the progressive implementation of a Counter-
reformist agenda. Once again, a female figure was crucial for the maintenance of the 
court: the Archduchess Mary of Bavaria, wife of Charles and regent of the young Arch-
duke Ferdinand until 1596. The disputes of power at the court of Graz were especially 
marked by confessional division. The resistance of Protestant courtiers evolved to a 
dissimulated spiritual attitude and a progressive marginalisation until the ordinances 
of 1609, which uttered that only Catholics could serve Archduke Ferdinand. His most 
trusted minister, Eggenberg, epitomised the rise of converts to power.

After the two sessions devoted to the Habsburgs as leading dynasty of early modern 
Europe, it was the turn for the Papal Court of Rome, described as „theatre of the 
world“. Maria Antonietta Visceglia  (University of Rome La Sapienza) recognised the 
factional condition of Rome since the last centuries of the Middle Ages. In this city, the 
Guelphs and Ghibellines opposition was concretised in the clash between the fami-
lies Orsini and Colonna, lately identified with the French and Spanish factions. Vis-
ceglia thoroughly followed the successful evolution of the Spanish faction since the 
1570’s, thanks to the loyal collaboration between different Spanish ministers in Italy 
(especially the ambassador in Rome Juan de Zúñiga and the viceroy of Naples Gran-
velle). The second important element was the confrontation between two factions 
directed by two former cardinal-nephews, Farnese and Medici. After some hesitation, 
the Spanish authorities relied on the Medici side. The third factor to be analysed is 
the new rise of a French faction in the last decade of the 16th century around Cardinal 
d’Ossat on behalf of Henry IV of Bourbon. In conclusion, Rome proved to reflect the 
complex relations between the ecclesiastical State, princely potentates of Italy, and 
the great monarchies of Europe as well as a refined political language in which fac-
tions were publicly acknowledged.

Silvano Giordano (Pontifical Gregorian University) centred his intervention on 
the curial dynamics of the first half of the 17th century. The factional allegiance was 
a natural element in Roman political life: cardinals uttered publicly that they were 
adhering to the Spanish or French faction, placed in their palaces the coat of arms 
of their royal protector, and accepted his pensions. Giordano followed the fruitful 
career of Cardinal Giovanni Garzia Mellini between 1605 and 1629 as efficient fol-
lower of Pope Paul V Borghese. Mellini was appointed nuncio in Madrid and eased 
the relations between the Papacy and the Spanish Monarchy as well as acting as a 
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broker of the Borghese family for acceding to Spanish patronage. Mellini and other 
appointees of Paul V tried to control the central offices of the Curia and to displace 
the men chosen by the former Pope Clement VIII Aldobrandini, who were loyal to  
Cardinal Aldobrandini. Nevertheless, there also were internal struggles among the 
trusted servants of Paul V, as the fall of Cardinal Tonti showed. The career of Mellini 
summarised the possibilities of survival in curial contexts. As he was entrusted with 
the control of the Roman Inquisition, he conserved his position under the brief rule of 
Gregory XV (1621–1623) and recovered part of his influence under Urban VIII.

Frédérique Sicard (University of Caen) opened the session on the other great Euro-
pean courts, those of Paris, London, and Istanbul. Her approach to the French Court 
raised the question of the female rule during the troublesome regencies of Marie de 
Medici (1610–1617) and Anne of Austria (1643–1651) as well as their problematic role 
as Dowager Queens. In the case of Marie, her role as Consort Queen was very limited, 
and as regent, she did not constitute speedily her own circle of trust. When she did, 
the predominance of Italians and the marginalisation of the Princes of the Blood led 
to a crisis of authority. Condé, Nevers and Vendôme plotted against her and Marie was 
forced to share her power with them. Then she relied on the young Richelieu to strenght-
en her position, but her son Louis XIII eventually ousted her. After two years of impris-
onment, Marie and her son Gaston d’Orléans leaded a failed revolt against King Louis 
XIII in 1619. In 1630 she plotted again against Richelieu. Since then, she went to exile 
in Brussels. Marie became a tool of negotiation for the Spanish diplomacy, but she 
proved to be increasingly worthless. In the case of Anne of Austria, she also found it 
difficult to create her own space at Court, as Richelieu tried to dominate everything 
and the malcontents of his regime saw her as an alternative patron. As regent, Anne 
refused to share power and entirely relied on the Italian Cardinal Mazarin. The revolts 
of the Frond showed the virulence of the factional propaganda and marked the peak 
of the aristocratic division of the kingdom.

Sara Wolfson (Canterbury Christ Church University) drew attention to the house-
hold of Queen Henrietta Maria of Bourbon, Queen of England between 1625 and 1640. 
Wolfson departed from the factional definition of Simon Adams in order to challenge 
the dual perception of Charles I’s Court between pro-Spanish and pro-French parties. 
These labels hided more complex political trends in which the Queen’s household 
was a courtier microcosm. Being a French princess, it was supposed that her retinue 
would constitute a compact pro-French group. Notwithstanding, after the ejection of 
her French servers in 1626, her new entourage was more varied. In 1628, the assassi-
nation of her enemy and royal favourite the Duke of Buckingham opened her way to 
become the closest advisor of King Charles I. Her favourite, the Countess of Carlisle, 
was married to an alleged pro-Spanish diplomat who carried out a delicate mission in 
1628 to forge peace with Spain and prosecute war against France. The interrelations 
between familiar politics and international choices led to curious outcomes. Firstly, 
the chamber of the Queen became a central node of power thanks to Charles I’ trust  in 
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his wife. Secondly, neither Charles I approved the bellicose policy of Louis XIII against 
French Protestants nor Henrietta Maria accepted Richelieu’s harsh attitude against 
her mother Marie de Medici. Therefore, since 1631 the household of the Queen was 
part of the conspiracies against Richelieu and offered a hesitant and unreliable image 
of the English Court. Finally, after 1635, Richelieu and Henrietta approached positions 
as the first needed the English alliance for the new war against Spain and the Queen 
looked for the benevolence of the French favourite towards her exiled mother.

Evrim Türkçelik  (Bilkent University) demonstrated that Ottoman factional bal-
ances affected the international policy of the Empire through the maritime initiatives 
of the 1590’s. Türkçelik explained the kul system of recruitment: the Sultan resorted 
to the devshirme (conscription of Christian vassal children) and renegade captives 
to form a body of submissive slaves for the administration and the army. In the case 
of the high position of Kapudan Pasha (admiral of the fleet), after the death of the 
famous corsair Barbarossa the preferred profile was that of palatine servers, well con-
nected in the circuits of power but without maritime experience. A remarkable excep-
tion is that of Sinan Pasha Cicala, a renegade captive son of a Genoese noble corsair 
and married with a relative of the Sultan Murad III. His appointment in 1594 was due 
to his excellent knowledge of Mediterranean warfare but especially to the patronage 
of his mother-in-law. His bellicose attitude against southern Italy and his enmity with 
Venice were not approved by the entourage of the new Sultan Mehmed III, heavily 
influenced by his mother Safiyé Sultan. Cigala fell into disgrace in 1595, but in 1598 he 
was summoned back: Mehmed III needed an experienced admiral for a difficult cam-
paign and to demonstrate his independence from his mother. Meritocracy and court 
factionalism were the two required conditions for Ottoman political success.

Finally, the last session was dedicated to the small courts of Italy, which in spite of 
that modest title offered some of the richest factional experiences. Stefano Andretta 
(University of Roma Tre) delivered a reflexive paper on the balances of power at Venice. 
In contrast with the aforementioned cases of princely Courts, the Republic of Venice 
had a very specific oligarchic structure. The official chroniclers developed an image of 
virtue and efficacy whereby Venice was free of the factional struggles which destroyed 
other Italian republics. Florence and Genoa were the negative examples of division 
and decadency, while Venice claimed to conserve its liberty and a powerful and stable 
State without foreign intromissions. However, external observers did not appreciate 
such specificity: the local patriciate was divided in competing commercial and mat-
rimonial alliances and the biggest families acted as dynasties in order to control the 
highest institutions of the Republic. A remarkable case is that of the Corner, a family 
of cardinals tightly linked to the Papacy. Andretta distinguished three stages, before, 
during, and after the times of Paolo Sarpi. This friar and counsellor of the Republic 
leaded in the two first decades of the 17th century the faction of the giovani against the 
vecchi. Departing from his local faction, Sarpi tried to constitute an international alli-
ance against the Papacy and the House of Austria. The conclusion of these groupings 
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was marked by the Zeno’s reforms of 1628, which meant an aperture of the oligarchic 
system and the progressive decline of the political struggles and of the Republic itself.

Paola Volpini  (University of Rome La Sapienza) moved to the ducal court of 
Florence and analysed the factional groupings in a critical conjuncture: the minor-
ity of Ferdinand II (1621–1628). The complex Regency was dominated by his mother 
Magdalene of Austria and his grandmother Christine of Lorraine, who represented 
respectively the Spanish and French preferences of the Tuscan Court. Both women 
were powerful patrons and had defined political plans: Magdalene was the sister 
of Emperor Ferdinand II and advocated an active Florentine participation in the 
Thirty Years’ War, a position refused by Christine of Lorraine. The chief minister of 
the Council of Regency was the Count Orso d’Elci, who had served as ambassador in 
Madrid and was a client of Magdalene. Elci was considered the head of a „Spanish 
faction“and their enemies accused him to act as a royal favourite. Volpini suggested 
that Elci copied the „single faction system“ of the Duke of Lerma in Madrid, with a 
mixture of cooptation and negotiation. In fact, the other members of the Council of 
Regency cannot be analysed according to a dual factional struggle: depending on the 
topic, they followed different logics and alliances in order to gain access to power.

The last paper was delivered by Toby Osborne (University of Durham), a spe-
cialist on the Court of Turin. The Savoys, according to Osborne, were masters of divi-
sion and duplicity: geographically between France and Italy, politically between the 
loyalty to the crowns of France and Spain. As Volpini, he focused on the disputes 
around a period of regency, that of Charles Emmanuel II (1638–1648). The young Duke 
was surrounded by his mother Christine of France and his uncles Cardinal Maurice 
and Duke of Carignano, who respectively represented the pro-French and pro-Span-
ish sides of Savoyard politics. Escaping from an easy dichotomist division of politic 
choices, Osborne provided a unique document: a contemporary list of the courtiers 
of Turin according to 12 categories of allegiance: obedient to or disgusted with the 
Regent Christine, devotes or contraries to Cardinal Maurice and to Duke of Carignano, 
members of the Spanish or French faction (or disgusted with the faction), friends 
or adversaries to Christine’s favourite Agliè, and „authentic Piedmontese“. Accord-
ing to the list, the alignments were complex and affections did not constitute dual 
blocks: priorities regarding international politics and familiar loyalties engendered 
different linkages. The category of „authentic Piedmontese“ deserved further analysis 
because it showed strong performative traits: by this time, it meant to be opposed to 
the French side of the Duchy of Savoy and a local and honest character, but the con-
notation evolved rapidly. It is proposed then to enlarge the notion of faction beyond 
the court, as popular opinions and affections also fitted in this chart.

After two days of stimulating discussions, the organisers pointed out that the goals 
of the conference were largely achieved. The speakers emphasised the importance of 
reflecting on the conceptual tools when analysing early modern politics, and extend 
to which the notion of factions could encompass the informal nature of policy-mak-
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ing. A more precise definition and limits have to be settled in order to avoid clichés 
and over-simplifications. Factions were everywhere but they were not everything: it 
is required a balanced reconstruction in which other factors are taken into account. 
However, it was observed as an almost constant pattern that premodern politics 
offered a space for discussion and taking sides when the most serious issues were at 
stake: firstly, the succession of the regime, not only in elective cases, but also when 
the dynastic logic was tested (royal weddings, regencies, dubious heirs); secondly, 
the choice of the princely confession; and thirdly, the decisions on war or peace. The 
conclusions and debates are to appear in an edited volume in English in 2015.
 Rubén González Cuerva



Eric Müller
Inszenierte Erinnerung in Rom um 1600. 
Die Herausforderung des Mittelalters
Es mag auf den ersten Blick überraschen, aber die Stadt Rom verfügte im Vergleich zu 
anderen italienischen Gemeinwesen im späten 16. Jahrhundert nur über eine geringe 
literarische Selbst reflexion ihrer Geschichte. Dieser Umstand ist maßgeblich mit dem 
die Stadt beherrschenden Papsttum in Verbindung zu bringen, das seine Metropole 
immer neuen Immigrationswellen aussetzte, die die Vorrangstellung der alteingeses-
senen Familien zyklisch in Frage stellten. Das Papsttum selbst zeigte sich über Jahr-
hunderte eher zurückhaltend, wenn es um die gezielte historiographische Inszenie-
rung seiner longue durée ging. Ab der Mitte des Cinquecento griffen indes Gelehrte im 
Umkreis der Kurie erstmals verstärkt nicht nur für das Papsttum, sondern auch für die 
städtischen Eliten in seinem Windschatten auf antiquarische Praktiken als Mittel der 
Selbstinszenierung zurück. Durch die Erschließung neuer mittelalterlicher Quellen 
im Rahmen genealogischer Studien konnte beispielsweise die Zugehörigkeit einer 
Familie zum Stadtadel bewiesen werden.

Dem römischen Antiquarianismus als gelehrter Praxis unter Bezugnahme auf 
das Mittelalter widmete sich der interdisziplinäre Workshop „Inszenierte Erinnerung 
in Rom um 1600. Die Herausforderung des Mittelalters“ am 26.  Mai 2014 im Deut-
schen Historischen Institut in Rom. Nach der Begrüßung durch den Institutsdirektor 
Martin Baumeister  folgte eine Einführung durch die Organisatoren Andreea Badea 
und Andreas Rehberg. Dabei wurde die Rolle der antiquarischen Schriften für das 
Selbstverständnis der Stadt und seiner Adelsfamilien untersucht und nach der mögli-
chen Profilierung chronologischer Entitäten der eigenen Vergangenheit gefragt.

Obwohl das Mittelalter um 1600 noch nicht als Epoche verstanden wurde, war 
die Vorstellung einer Trias und eines mittleren Zeitalters durchaus bekannt. Die Stra-
tegien im Umgang mit dem „Mittelalter“ wurden von Stefan B enz (Bayreuth) the-
matisiert, der den Fokus auf den konfessionell bedingten Umgang mit Kontinuität 
und Kontingenz legte. Die zu erwartende Präferenz einer kontinuierlichen Sichtweise 
in Analogie zur fortlaufenden Papstreihe auf katholischer Seite konnte dabei nicht 
bestätigt werden, da globale wie sprachliche Phänomene einen kontingenten Epo-
chenbegriff begünstigten. Zudem finden sich bei den Protestanten Kontinuitätskon-
struktionen auf der Ebene der Landes geschichte, so dass um 1600 noch keine allge-
mein akzeptierte Sichtweise zu erkennen ist.

Die erste Sektion des Workshops unter der Leitung von Christopher Celenza 
(Rom) widmete sich der Antiquaria Romana des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts. In diesem 
Rahmen referierte Ingo Herklotz  (Marburg) über den spanischen Dominikaner 
Alonso Chacón (1533–1599) und sein unveröffentlichtes Werk Historica descriptio 
Urbis Romae sub pontificibus. Als Antiquar und Kirchenhistoriker im Dienste der 
Kurie machte es sich Chacón zur Aufgabe, einen Katalog von 300 Kirchen und sak-
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ralen Bauten zu entwerfen. Im Kontext der Konfessionalisierung war es ihm dabei 
ein Anliegen, die Anciennität Roms als Zentrum des Christentums zu betonen, indem 
er die spätantiken und mittelalterlichen Kirchen in ihrer christlichen Dimension 
als funktionale Kultbauten möglichst detailreich darstellte. Im zweiten Vortrag der 
Sektion berichtete Stefan Bauer  (Trento) über Onofrio Panvinios (1530–1568) anti-
quarische Tätigkeit im Dienst des römischen Adels. Der Fokus lag auf dem methodi-
schen Vorgehen in seinen Schriften über die Familien Frangipane, Savelli, Massimo 
sowie Mattei. Er konstatierte dem Augustinermönch einen erstaunlich objektiven 
Umgang mit den Quellen und weitgehende Zurückhaltung bei der Rekonstruktion 
von den sonst so beliebten Traditionslinien bis in die Antike. Mit dem von seinen 
gelehrten Zeitgenossen wenig geschätzten Sammler Francesco Gualdi (ca. 1574–1657) 
beschäftigte sich Fabrizio Federici  (Pisa). In Gualdis mittelalterlicher Grabplatten-
sammlung konkretisierte sich der Versuch einer Definition für eine in sich geschlos-
sene moralisch höher stehende Vergangenheit. Der bei ihm verwendete Begriff des 
anticomoderno lässt ein neues Epochenbewusstsein durchscheinen.

Die zweite Sektion, geleitet von Sybille Ebert-Schifferer  (Rom), behandelte 
Heraldik und Genealogie. Edouard B ouyé (Dijon) zeichnete die Erfindung von 
Wappen als Anciennitätsnachweis nach und machte in seinem Vortrag über die 
päpstliche Heraldik um 1600 zunächst darauf aufmerksam, dass die Verwendung 
von Wappen durch die Päpste selbst erst ab dem Pontifikat Nikolaus’ III. gegen Ende 
des 13. Jahrhunderts einsetzte. In den Wappenbüchern von Antiquaren wie Onofrio 
Panvinio (1530–1568) und Jacobo Strada (1507–1588) wurde jedem Bischof von Rom, 
inklusive den Gegenpäpsten, bis Petrus im Nachhinein ein Wappen zugeteilt, welches 
einen Bezug zu seiner Herkunft oder Ordenszugehörigkeit aufweisen sollte. Im Weite-
ren ging Bouyé auf den Umgang der Päpste mit ihren Wappen um 1600 ein. Während 
sich einige im Gebrauch des eigenen Wappens zurückhielten, lässt sich bei anderen 
eine obsessive heraldische Selbstdarstellung beobachten, die sowohl auf die Zelebrie-
rung der eigenen Person wie auch die der Familie des regierenden Pontifex abzielte. 
Den Antiquaren des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts sind einige wichtige Schriften zur genea-
logisch-heraldischen Identität römischer Familien zu verdanken. Andreas Rehberg 
(Rom) veranschaulichte die Komplexität dieser Arbeit anhand von fünf überlieferten 
Codices, die zum einen eine wichtige Etappe römischer Heraldik dokumentieren und 
zum anderen Hinweise auf die Arbeitsweise von Antiquaren wie Panvinio und Strada 
liefern. Insbesondere sticht dabei der Codex ms. 201 aus der Biblioteca Angelica von 
der Hand Alonso Chacóns mit über 780 Wappen zur römischen Oberschicht hervor. 
Für seine Sammlung griff der Spanier mitunter auf Schriften des Fälschers Alfonso 
Ceccarelli (1532–1583) zurück. Durch die Aufnahme ihrer Wappen in sein Corpus ver-
schaffte der Dominikaner auch erst jüngst nach Rom immigrierten spanischen Adels-
familien ein Mittel zur Legitimation ihrer Position. Ein Beitrag zur ikonographischen 
Umsetzung antiquarischer Forschungen war Julian Kliemann (Rom) zugedacht, 
dessen Vortrag über die Freskenzyklen zur Familiengeschichte der Farnese und de’ 
Medici aber wegen kurzfristiger Verhinderung des Referenten ausfiel.
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Unter der Leitung von Massimo Miglio  (Rom) thematisierte die dritte Sektion die 
in der kommunalen und päpstlichen Historiographie konstruierten Rom-Bilder. Zu 
Beginn beleuchtete Giulio Vaccaro (Florenz) philologische Praktiken der Erschlie-
ßung und Neukreierung römischer Texte, die der Weiter entwicklung und Neuer-
findung einer genuin römischen Volkssprache dienten. Diese Bestrebungen stellte 
Vaccaro in den Kontext der sich nach dem Sacco di Roma 1527 zuspitzenden Befürch-
tungen in der Stadtelite um eine vermeintliche „Entromanisierung“ der Bevölkerung 
und die Bedrohung ihrer eigenen Machtpositionen durch den Immigrationsdruck auf 
die Papstmetropole. Auf der Suche nach Kontingenzmomenten bei Caesar Baronius 
(1538–1607) fand Lidia Capo (Rom) diese ausschließlich in einzelnen signifikanten 
Episoden. Die Annales Ecclesiastici sind der Kontinuität der katholischen Kirche 
gewidmet und können deshalb keine groß angelegten chronologischen Alternativ-
modelle tragen. Ebenfalls gattungsimmanent bedingt beleuchtet das Werk weder die 
Stadt Rom im Speziellen noch den lokalen Adel, zentral bleibt allein Rom als katho-
lischer Erinnerungsort. Analog zu Alonso Chacóns Kirchenkatalog setzte Andreea 
Badea (Rom) dessen Papstgeschichte (Vitae et Gesta Summorum Pontificum) klar 
in den Kontext der Konfessionalisierung. Indem er seine Viten um weitere Elemente 
erweitert und Kardinäle sowie Sekretäre und Bibliothekare darin aufnimmt, sug-
geriert Chacón eine Vollständigkeit, die sein Buch als Nachschlagewerk empfiehlt. 
Dadurch kann es aber auch offiziöse päpstliche Einschätzungen transportieren. 
Einerseits wird eine klare Hierarchie mit dem Papst als tatsäch  liche Spitze der Kurie 
nach innen, maßgeblich an die Kurienkardinäle kommuniziert, andererseits drangen 
durch den unauffälligen Nachschlagewerkscharakter diese Positionen konfessions-
unabhängig in das Bewusstsein der Leser ein.

Der Workshop wurde durch den Abendvortrag von Roberto Bizzocchi  (Pisa) mit 
dem Titel „Costruzione della memoria, erudizione, periodizzazione storica. Spunti 
e riflessioni“ abgeschlossen. In diesem griff er nochmals grundlegend die Thema-
tik der adligen Genealogien auf, die um 1600 in ganz Europa verbreitet waren und 
ein Instrument boten, die Zugehörigkeit zu geschlossenen oligarchischen Kreisen zu 
legitimieren. In Bezug auf die adligen Genealogien der Frühen Neuzeit erklärte Biz-
zocchi die Frage ihrer Unglaubwürdigkeit mit ihrer intellektuellen Nähe zur Heilsge-
schichte, welche die Notwendigkeit eines Ursprungs und eines Ziels voraussetzt. Er 
thematisierte den Spielraum, den vermeintliche historische Quellen den Gelehrten 
beim Belegen von Ereignissen und Personen boten. Im Anschluss rekurrierte er auf 
Voltaire als Auslöser eines methodischen Wendepunkts in der Geschichtsschreibung 
und sprach dessen Forderung an, nicht nur die philologische Methode zu ändern, 
sondern auch ihren jeweiligen philosophischen Kontext. Bizzocchi beendete seinen 
Vortrag mit einem Ausblick auf das Aufkommen nationaler Legitimationsversuche 
des 19. Jahrhunderts und erklärte diese als Surrogat der von der Aufklärung aufgege-
benen Heilsgeschichte.

Alles in allem veranschaulichte der Workshop, im Fokus der Forschung zu Rom 
und seinen Antiquaren, das Spannungsfeld zwischen Kurie und Stadt, die beide 
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bemüht waren, antiquarische Studien zu ihren Gunsten einzusetzen. Die Arbeit der 
Gelehrten an der Kurie zielte zwangsläufig in erster Linie auf den Papst und die Ver-
teidigung des Katholizismus ab, hatte jedoch zugleich wichtige Konsequenzen für die 
Eliten der Stadt, die sich ebenfalls dieser Antiquare für die Produktion schriftlicher 
und ikonographischer Medien der Selbstinszenierung bedienten.




